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Fellowship . Established Boyle Receives

MD·
II

'VALENT I: ['S

McGlashan

II

.
Rolary Scholarship

the Recipient

by Lynn Estey
Brian J_ Boyle. senior at Montana School of Mines, February 6
A laudatory fellowship, in honor offMP.rofessJorD. W2'5MbcGlaDs;aWw~s was the recipient of a $500 scholar.
h M t na School 0
mes, anuary
,y
.
. .
est~bhs~ed at t e
on a h and development
for the American Metal ship from the Butte Rotary Club.
f {es~arf~rmer But'te resident. The fellowship is calle.d Boyle, who has a 2.5 over-all schol0l?le, director
S:~~~axD~~i~dnW~ sMcGlashan Fellowship in Min eral-Dressiing
Engi- astic rating, is majoring in mineral
dressing and is working part ·time
neering."·
ift of $4000 was recommended by the Board at the Leonard Mine.
~he commfetndaAtomrYerf~an
Metal Climax Co. in recognition of Profesof D irectors 0
lel
..'
1 .
"
Basis of Award
sor McGlashan's outstanding contribution to mmera science,
In order to qualify for the Rotary
Scholarship, the applicant must be
a junior or senior at the Montana
School of Mines and a resident of
Butte.
The' scholarship
award is
based primarily on financial need
and above-average scholastic achievmerit, in addition to the integrity,
honesty,
initiative,
and
general
worthiness of the applicant.
Presentation
of the award
to
Boyle was made by A. E. Adami,
who is a member of the Rotary
Scholarship
Committee
and vicepresident, dean, and professor emeritus of the Montana
School of
Mines.
On receiving
the
scholarship.
Boyle commended the Rotarians for
their generous assistan.ce to ,college
students and expressed hope that
the
scholarship
award. program
would continue in the future. The
Rotary Scholarship
last year was
awarded to Ed Erickson, a major
in petroleum engineering.
by Mae Brennan

cf

,
Achievements In Science
Professor
D. W.
McGlashan,
head of the Mines' Miner~I-Dressing Department,
has. acqU1r~d n~f
merous recognitions 111 his held
f
science. He received the degree ~
Bachelor of Science in Metallurgical Engineering
in 1934 from th
University
of Idaho. a Master 0
Science degree from M 0 n ~a n a
School of Mines in 1937, an ~. he
University
of Idaho granted et~
the professional
?egree of
latlurgical Engineer in 1955. ~,hls erter degree is awarded only t?
sons whose contributions
to 111 ustry are outstanding."
has .served
S·mce 1958, McGlashan
. I
r of
part time as techmca supervise .
the college's program of cooperative
.
. I
h He also serves
industria
researc .
C 'bbean
as a consultant
to the L aJI dale
Trading
Co., For t
au er.
i
Chemica
FI on idaa,: and the R Victor Montana
Works Division,
amsay,
H
.'
of Stauffer
Chemical Co.
e IS
very active in asphalt-aggr.ega~e
search studies for the NatlOna
search Foundation.

f

¥

a

R~=

Authorship; Societies
(durAmong his many wn itimgs "Elecing the past five. years) a~e d
for
trokinetics-Posslble
Met~" s(with
Fluid Contaminati~Fu~~~l:rFlotatiOl1
K. N. McLeod),
"N d d BreakResearch,"
and
e~ e
d M tthrough for Ore Dressmg an
.e
allurgy."
IME the
He is a member of A . 'rl'llg
.
S'
t for Engll1ee
Amencan
OCle y.
'Council
Education,
the Eng1l1eers
t the
for Professional
Developmen ,· h
H
'tt
of
the
Inspection Comml ee
N fIg-n
way Research Board of the
aDI? .al Academy of Sciences, Ithde tl:'alt
·
. g and n us n
sion of E< ng1l1eenn.
I Research
Research of the NatlOna d Sigma
Council,
Sigma
XI, an
Gamma Epsilon.
Dr. Opie Visits Paren~s
.
.
h
lives With hiS
Dr. Ople, w ~.
in Keypot,
wife and two chlldl ~nt d his parNew Jersey, als
vlsIEllison Opie
ents, Mr. and
':S.
k nd stay.
of Butte, ?uring hBsa~~fo: of SciHe recelve.d Metallurgical
Engience degree 10
I f Mines in
chOO
neering at t~e
t~ from the
1942, and hiS octora of TechnolMassachusetts
Institute
ogy.

M

J

Siudents Regisler
For Second S·emesler
by Gary Treglown

New Procedures
The students of Montana School
of Mines registered for the second
semester on February 3, beginning
at 8 :00 a. m. However, the familiar
system had a general face-lifting
this semester.
Replacing the long
sectional line were many shorter
queus, as the students :,igned for
sections from representatives
of the
individual courses. .This n~w procedure, conducted
in Engineering
104 and 101, operated more smoothly and generally faster. Many students had worked out their programs and partially fill~d out forms
with their advisers during the previous week., a preparation
which
also speeded registration day.

Enrollment

Decreases

The
registration
figures
have
shown a decrease in the enrollment
from that of last semeste,:.
The
total enrollment ~or .the spn~lg semester is 413, this figure being 71
short of the record 484 of the fall
session.
The figures indicate that 341 men
and 72 women are registered.
A
breakdown
of totals
shows .184
freshmen, 117 sophomores, 46 Juniors, 43 seniors, and 23 gradu.at.e
students. The general-student
-dIVIsion includes 125 fres·hmen and 62
sophomores:
a tot~l of. 187... -r:he
figures for the engmeenng diVISIOn
are as follows:
59 freshmen,
55
sophomores, 46 juniors, 43 seniors,
and 23 graduate students, for a total
of 226 enrollees.
.
Although the cO.lIege has e:x;penenced a decrease 111 tota~ registration a definite uptrend 111 several
HSS courses has been recorded.
The majority of the stu?ents are
from Butte and surroundmg
communities, with many other states
represented.
Moreover, m~ny cou.ntries such as Canada, India, PakiStan and Peru serve to make our
student body quite cosmopolitan.
A registration-day
dance was held
at 9 :00 p. m. on February 3, in the
Coppe~ Lounge.

Friday,

21, 1964

E'N'GI'NEERI'NG WE:EK O'BS·E,RVED
Local Adivities
by Kitte Keane
President
Lyndon Johnson,
Governor Tim Babcock, and Mayor
Thomas Powers have declared February 16-22, as National Engineer's
week. Each year the National Society of Professional
Engineers sponsors this week to laud the technical and cultural advances made through
engineering,
and to focus attention
on the limitless scope of future
scientific endeavor.
.

KELLY TAKES TRIP
HEARS OF
MANPOWER PROBLEMS
by Patsi Noel
Professor Kelly, of the H umanities and Social Studies Department,
attended the 16th Annual College
Industry
Conference on Engineering-Manpower
Requirements,
February 6 and 7, on the campus of the
University of Washington.
This conference was specifically
held to view the spectrum of changing technology.
It was sponsored
by the Relations with Industry Division of the American Society for
Engineering
Education, in cooperation with The University of Washington, Seattle University, and the
Boeing Company.
Dis.tinguished officers of the convention were Stanley M. Little, j r.,
of the Boeing Company, chairman;
Don A. Fischer, of ,the University
of Washington,
vice chairman; and
William D. McIlvaine, of the University of California,' secretary.
The program opened Thursday,
February
6, with speeches and a
panel
discussion
on educational
trends. The day ended With a social hour and dinner at the Olympic
Hotel.
The second day, February 7, consisted of a continuation of the previous day's program
and a fourhour tour of the Boeing Plant,
which marked the end, of the conven tion program.
Commenting
on the convention,
Professor
Kelly noted:
"It was,
generally, an interesting and informative series of meetings.
In the
rapidly changing technological complex of this world, the full and efficient employment of manpower is a
challenging and urgent problem."

Rhodes Scholar
Guest Specker at
AI,ME 'Meeting
Lee Saperstein,
first Rho des
Scholar from Montana
School of
Mines, was guest speaker at the
January
15 meeting of the Montana AIME'. The meeting was held
in joint session with the Women's
Auxiliary of the AIME.
Dr. Edwin Koch, president of the
Montana
School of Mines, introduced the senior honor student.
Saperstein's
talk, "Adventures
and
Mining in, West Germany," supplemented by color slides, was based
on experiences gained last summer,
when he was employed for some
time in the potash mines near Hanover, Germany.
He also visited
Switzerland, Holland, England, and
several Scandinavian countries.
After the program,
Mrs. James
Archibald, the new chairman of the
Butte
Chapter
of the Women's
Auxiliary of AIME,
gave Saperstein an achievement award for his
attainments both in scholarship and
in a service capacity at the Mines.
Saperstein has been called upon to
speak before various clubs and organizations in both Butte and Anaconda.

February

PROF.

FRANK

Theme of Observance
This year -the theme of National
Engineer's week is "Creative Engineering - Design for Tomorrow."
This theme emphasizes the twofold
task of the engineer-innovation
and
practical application of problem solutions. In the words of Professor
Stolz, "A new creative engineering,
with a design for tomorrow, equips
today's engineers with a battery of
ultramodern
technological
concepts
and exotic devices with which they
can literally move mountains
economically."
National Enginer's Week is held
each year during
the week of
George Washington's
birthday. as
Washington
was an American engineer, achieving acclaim in many
fields. It is characteristic
for the
engineer to look to the future; so
at this time a special effort is being
made to introduce capable creative
men and women in the opportunities offered in engineering.
Stolz Local President
Montana's oldest professional organization is the Montana Society
of Engineers.
Professor Stolz, president of the Butte Chapter, has appointed
William
Haller
General
Chairman for Engineer's Week for
Butte .. Under their direction a variety of activities are taking place.
Discussions
A televised panel discussion has
been scheduled.
Members
of the
panel are Koehler Stout, MSM faculty, moderator; Bob Mannon, MSM
faculty; Sid de Barthy, Anaconda
Co.; Robert Miller, Montana Power Com pan y; Lee Saperstein,
Rhodes Scholar from MSM; and
John Sikonia and Bill Prenevost,
winner and runner-up in the local
ARMCO scholarship
contest.
Butte High School and Boys'
Central High School will be hosts
to guest speakers on February
17
and 18. Included among the speakers are Dr. John Guilbert, Anaconda
Company;
Paul Schnechel,
Montana Power Company;
Bob Mannon, Montana School of Mines; and
Don Percival, Montana Power.
Members
of the MSM faculty
who are Professional Engineers include: Dean A. E. Adami, Dean D.
C. McAuliffe,
Professor
R. D.
Geach, MBMG;
Professor
S. L.
Groff, MBMG;
Professor
R. W.
Mannon, Petroleum
Dept.; Professor J. C. McCaslin, Physics Dept.;
Professor U. M. Sahinen, MBMG;
Professor
G. Stolz, J r., Petroleum
Dept.; Professor K. S. Stout, Dept.
of Engineering
Science; Mr. W. J.
Van Matre, Mining Engineering;
P_rofes.sor W. A. Vine, Mining En-,
gmeenng;
and Mr. F. M. Young,
Engineering
Science.

KELLY

Faculty Women
Sahinen Reports
On Minerals' Role Meet
Thirty members of the faculty

On Tuesday, January
14, 1964,
Mr. Uuno Sahinen, Associate Director of the Montana Bureau of
Mines and Geology, gave a talk on
the "Role of' Mineral Industry
in
State's
Development."
He spoke
before the 30th meeting of the Montana Natural Resources Council of
State and Federal Agencies at J orgensen's Holiday Inn in Helena.
Mr.
Sahinen
summarized
his
speech thusly:
"The Mineral Industry of Montana has been an important factor in the economic de(Continued on Page 3)

Women's Club of M.S.M. held their
regular meeti.ng Monday evening,
February
3, m the Student-Union
Building. Mrs. Sidney Groff, president for the current year, presided
over the business session.
The group heard a discussion of
new methods of teaching mathematics to grade and junior high students. Mr. Casagranda, of the local
junior high, was the speaker
telling how these new procedure~ will
affect not only grade school children, but also high school and college students.

THE

Page Two

MONTANA

INTROSPECTION
Another semester has begun. For some of us, this marks
the approach to the end of a way of life; to others it marks the
1
.
beginning of a way of life, and to still at rers It represents
only a transistory
period in their careers. In terms of emotions,
some people have found, to their dismay, that Montana Schaal
of Mines does nat present a fifth year of high school, but rather
the difficulties 'of the first year of college, We hope that the
. . h
f
d h
h 11
t b . t
ti
d
iti
major ity as oun t e c a enge a e 111 eres mg an exct mg.
Apropos the Amplifier, we have had some changes in our
staff, but the make-up of our paper remains basically the same.
We will continue to do our. best to report the news of our
college as factually,
as fully, and as technically
correct as
possible.
Our editorial policy, that of the editor and ather
.
h
supporting staff, remains that of close examination
and,
opefully proper analysis of the various ills of our callege. Saine
have accused us of looking far an argument;
we will agree
with this charge. Feeling that nothing is accomplished
by nat
attacking
the status quo-where
it needs attack-we
are canstantly an the lookout for situations that we feel we can improve by criticism.
We realize that nat everyone agrees with
our palicy-but
is nat that the very fact that makes life interestinz ?
~

OPI·NIONS
Up until this time we have nat digressed into .noncollege
activities, but recent articles in the Montana Standard, political
advertisements
in nature, have aroused our interest to sufficient heights, sufficient enaugh to evoke comment.
We sincerely hope that nobody will believe or accept the
statements
made by various groups-The
J ohn Birch Society,
The Citizens Cauncil .of America, and Interested
Demacratswithaut attempting
ta determine the validity .of the statements,
.or the accuracy of the quates. We are quite certain that LincaIn's views on segregatian
were severely altered by .only. quating partial partians .of his statements,
Again, we hape that nabady will be influenced by fallaciaus
reasaning.
Nat all these statements
were incarrect,
but care
must be shawn in separating the truth fram the falsehaads.

SCHOOL

OF MINES

AMPLIFIER

The Amplifier
'Dear Sir:
. Dissension between our two publications,
the Amplifier
and the
Magma, will never do. By. lambasting our (the' Magma staff's)
most honest efforts to produce a
great and noble. work," framed on
the pedestal of integrity and dernocracy, you have initiated the rift.
You, a self-proclaimed proponent of
school modernity
and' excellence,
have the gall and audacity to attack the Magma (be it ever so far
above the ravages of slander and
idle accusations),
when the crux,
the plurality, of our school problems lie dormant and unscathed beneath the front of your Amplifier,
Indeed,. by squirming and needling its way into the business of
other school activities
(activities,
incidentally, completely innocent of
the jejune charges levied by the
Amplifier),
the Amplifier has ignored its own problems. By printing long, tedious, and boring reports of coming conferences, or by
printing
ill-founded
proposals
by'
student officials, and by' not printing more "student chatter" columns,
student essays, and student poetry
(the town and academic
setting
easily the breeding place of a Byron, Keats, or Cummings), the Amplifier has shown a definite and prof oun d wea k ness.
I have a deep and abiding hope
that this nauseous nonsense
thl's
,
foolish deleterious aggression, this
otiose, pernicious, insidious' tirade
will soon be firmly suspended and
that the school will then be' able
to return to its normal pacific state.
Yours truly,
Basquette
Wievere

~(J(l

";itea'Zd?

SOCIAL LIFE

The Centennial spirit has taken
hold at M.S.M.:' "The Brothers of
As evidenced by the freshmen class's failure ta praduce a the Bush" have appeared again.
Valentine's
Day Dance, we have nated a definite lack in plan- Have you ever seen so many different styles and various colors
ning and coordinatian
.of the sacial ameni,ties an .our campus. adorning the faces of the male popAlthaugh we have cited a specific case, we wauld like ta dis- ulation as the School of Mines?

AMPLIFIER STAFF

We expect to see many a girl
with her "sneakers" on this semester.. A gal can not only sneak up
behmd a fellow to catch him this
"leap year," but can run fast to
capture her man.
Slumber parties held by various
coe.ds can sure "develop" into something-especially
if there is a camera around.
Heard the latest name for historical geology - Hysterical
Geology-what
a laugh! It also seems
that last semester
everybody
received A's in "campistry" and "subology," instead of chemistry
and
.psychology.
Miss LaBranche
gave a pretty
sharp answer to Professor Laity's
question, "If Newton hadn't developed calculus, what would have
happened?"
Her reply was
"I
wouldn't be taking it."
'
<;:iga_rette scare - humph - Miss
Kner IS even conducting a class in
smoking.
The club already has a
charter m_em.ber-Miss Mary Claire
Sulhvan. MISS Patsi Noel is looking forward to her first meeting.
. Champion at clearing ice-skating
!,l11ksof snow for this chilly season
IS Professor
Frank
Young.
My,
what an energetic young man.
;, Don. !:lruska, who has been out
terronz111&, the terrain," has been
seen draggmg one foot a bjt. Every
skIer has been known to limp once
season. So don't feel too bad,
Grace!

The group of' buildings at the
School of Mines consists of twelve
EDITORIAL
STAFF
structures:
Main Hall, Engineering
H.all, the Metallurgy Building, the
X~!~o~;~-C~~~~o;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~M~eS~:;~~le~~
LI?rary. a~d Museum Building, the
Proof and Copy Editors
Lynn Estey, Kitte Keane Mt1I. BUlldlllg,. the Petroleum Engineenng BUlld111g, the Gymnasium
, ~;~~~;e E~1;~~.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Th;~~;etno;~:; the. Student
Union Building, th~
Assistant Sports Editor
John Badovinac ReSIdence Hall, the President's Residence, and two small service buildings.
~!:fii~or~:~;·d~:~t.~~.:.:.:.:.:.::.::.:.:.::.::~:,~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::::.~:~:::~::.::.~;::.:.~~:.::.~:.:.~:.:.:.:~.~.~·.'.~2~~
P~~j~:1
Reporters
·
Kay Chambers, WIlham Chebul, John Evans,
Ric Garcia Margaret Gardner, John Giacomino, Pat Howard,
The staffs of the "AmpliJean Krier' Lyle Latham, Michael Mayne, Chuck Miller, Patsi
fier" and "Magma" wish to.
Noel, Ed~ard
Panisko,
Gary Treglown,' Kathryn
Verona,
express their deep regret upBernard Vetter.
on the death of Professor
.
BUSINESS
STAFF
John McCaslin's father, who
Business Manager
_
Frank Trask III
passed away on January
9,
. Business Ad Solicitors
·
· Donna Burks, Ann Mullany
in Broken Bow, Nebraska.
McKEE

~

PRINT
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From the Desk of
The Student Body
President

by Lee Ann Peterson

This year the Associated Women
Students' State Convention will be
held in Billings, February 28 ..March
1. Delegates
are Lee Ann Peterby John Evans
son, Sheila Dorgan, Lynn Estey,
I sincerely hope
Kathy Verona; alternates are Kay
Chambers, Mary Pat Tiddy, and
that this column
finds a sma
ny
Mary Kay Larsen. Mrs. McBride,
readers
this sedean of women, will accompany the
girls to the convention.
.
mester as it had
While the girls are attending the
last s e m est e r .
. Somehow the enmeeting, they will be housed in the
rollment seems to
dorms of Rocky Mountain College.
.
.
drop
appreciably
At the convention, state A.W.S. officers will be elected, and the vari- between' semesters.
ous representatives
from M.S.C.,
M.S.U., Northen,
Eastern
Mines
Student Senate .
and Western will exchang~ ideas -. '
The proposal for a Student Senate has been posted for 'several
Mixer
weeks. As' of yet, I haven't heard
The Flunker's
Frolic was held any criticism concerning
the Se~in the Sub, Monday, February 3, to: ate, a.nd the Student Council WIll
welcome back all those lucky people meet 111the 'ne.ar future to adopt the
who made the grade
Senate organization
as proposed,
.
with a few minor changes.
Girls' R~actions to Beards
The meeting at which the Senate
Fellas, would you like to know will be adopted will be posted, in
the girls' r eactio
t th
I hopes that we have a favorable
. I ns 0 ose growt 1S student-body
turnout.
Perhaps,
if
on your chins? The following com- we had a good attendai1ce,. a few
ments were overheard around the new ideas and proposals would be
campus:
presented to the council and some
First. of all, the beards that get older thoughts ironed out. Certaina una111!ll0us. vote of approval. are ly, given more attendance
at our
John Glacom1l10's and Jerry John- meetings, a better and more workson's. Paul Bunyan is back from able Student Senate could be imthe woods in the form of Jack plemen ted.
eave~, and just in from GreenAlumni
wich
.
. blessed
T
LVIllage is .our fa von it e b ea tnik
111,
The School of Mines
IS
b oe
ee.. While
Frank Peterson with an active alumni group, who
ea rs
17 h a slIght resemblance
to the' have only the Mines in their hearts
t ..century Fre h
"
C
dinal R' h r
nJc n:a1l1Ister, ar- as they, among many endeavors, are
bles thel\.e :eu! 10f' ates res em- fighting possible legislative action
L'
I
AS onca
Igure Abraham to change our school into a trade
. 111
co
s an extra note of cau- school or to place the Mines under
~~dl~1C~:::e ifthKM\
{tylor,
the the jurisdiction
of Montana State
f
h
. °h 0
e
"
. campus, College.
s~r I e mIg t cut off your water
At ~ :ec~nt dinner, t.o which the
~th~
h
aluml11 111vlted the senIors and the
b ug. some of you boys may student officers
we were told of
~?t efgettmg too many goodnight their plans to build a football staIss.es rom your mommies and oth- dium at the college They also exer 111
teres ted parties
we'
I
I'
.
h
h
,S111cere
y p amed to us why a name change
oped t at you and your beards for our school is being considered
spen. many happy and enjoyable \ 1 he probable new name is design~
evenmgs together.
ed to attract more engineering students to the school, because many
New Coeds
high school seniors hold' the idea
Fellas!
Have you checked out that mining is the only subject
th~ new female faces on campus taught, as the present name would
thIS semester?
Patsi Noel, who is seem to indicate.)
a transfer student from the College
"f. Great Falls, started at the Mines
~hls s.emester. Another new student
IS Diane Dunne, who worked at
Canvassed by Kay Chambers
the Montana
Standard
for two
{,ears. and attended the University
The title of leap year is perhaps
111 1;flssoula for one quarter
before due to the notion that the calendar
commg to the Mines.
takes a leap of one day every fourth
year to make up for the ordinary
The Coed Club began in 1920 year being one-fourth day too short.
when both past and present stu~ . ,!here is an old notion that' says
de t
.I
n s were entlt ed to membership . It IS the woman's privilege instead
of the man's, to propose I~arriag,e.
Here are some rather interesting
~omments concerning leap year and
111 what ways certain people plan
to use it.
,
Dolly LaBranche:
I never really
Dr. Griffiths, head of'MSM's
Met. wanted to be an engineer anyway.
Tom Downey:
It's all right if
allurgy
Department,
recentlv
attend~d a meeting of the NASA she's got a little dough.
Chris G~Ie: Somebody may be
(N atlO~al Aeronautics
and Space
in for a surprise.
Adml111stration) in New York
J il11KealJe: Commeot was immeAlt~l()ugh t;Iost. of what occ~rred
at t~IS meetmg IS unavailable for dia tely censored.
Cathy Burke:
Look before you
pubhclty, Griffiths has stated that
It concerns research proposals from leap.
Mrs. Chance: My Iiopes for anMSM: These proposals center in
the hght metal beryllium, which other Chance are growing dim.
Beth Jones plans to use it to its
IS us~d e;"tensIVely as an alloy
and although it
Berylhum _Isthe only so-called light fullest advantage,
probably
won't be any different
m~tal whIch has a high-melting
P01l1t (1,350.C) and thus is well suit- from any other year, she plans to
chase a lot.
ed for use m space flight
Jeanne Krier:
Oh, Boy. Oops!!
Dr. Griffiths expects a' tentative
answer concerning the proposals in Maybe I should say Oh, Manl
ab,?ut OI.le month. If the answer is
~fflrmatlve, the Department will be.
needll~g. som_e graduate
students
to partiCIpate m the projects."

v.:

I

'

r

I

";itatte

caurse an a mare general field.
The sacial attitude an .our campus strikes us as being somewhat juvenile.
The blame far this attitude
must be spread
. evenly thraughaut
the classes; far the upperclassmen,
with
'past-graduatian
interests
in mind, pay little attention
ta the
details of the social calendar, which places the respansibility
.of the arganizatian
.of these events an the freshmen.
It is unfartunate,
but many .of .our events appear ta be straight
aut
.of high-schaal
annuals.
.
Even mare seriaus than the attitude taken by the students
'cancerning .our sacial extras is the attitude taken by .our adml!11stratian.
We. are nat speaking in terms of dances and
,mixers when we refer ta the administratian's
handling. of
events, but rather in terms .of the ,necessary adJ'unctive facilities far recreatian.
If a large' nonresident
class is gaing ta be enticed inta
matriculating
at Mantana
Scha.ol .of Mines, then th,e praper
. facilities ,must be pravidedfar.
their benefit.
Precluding·the
'necessity far praper teaching facilities, there must also be adequate places ta eat, study, and ta stare .outer clathing.
There
is a failure in the pravisian. .of these services: it is almost impassibfe ta find a table in the Student-Unian
J?uilding at lunch
time; and it is ·virtually impassible
ta find a: quiet nook on
campus in which ta study'---at any time.
The salutian ta this prablem can .only be salved by a deter'minatian of trends at .our callege. If mare and mare nanresident
,students 'com~ to' .our schaal, then adequate, permanent
facili'(ies' 'must tie pravided.
In the meantime, we feel that ul1used
,.classraams
shauld be set aside as study halls, and during the
'1i.aan haur as lunch raoms under praper supervision.
Perhaps
, students cauld be used ta supervise these raams. At any rate,
samething
must be dane ta alleviate the canditians
at the
SUB, ca,nditians that the building was nat designed far.

'COED'CUES

Reader Comment
Butte, Montana
February 14, 1964
The Editor

Friday,

Leap Year

Griffiths Attends
NASA Meeting

Magma Members
Invade Vegas Club
On January 30, the members of
~he Magma staff, with guests enJoyed. an end-of-the-semester
o~ting
"nd dmner at the yegas Club, Butte.
Th~se at the ~ffalr enjoyed a brief
release of tenSIOn, fOllowing the aftermath of finals and the work involv~d _preparing the annual for
pubhcatlon.
The. members ~f the staff were
complImented
on the J'ob b'
·
emg
done. Statmg
t h'elr views were Professor Young, Magma adviser' Eel
Shumaker,
editor;
Pro f e s's 0 r
Chance; an~ Professor Stolz. After
a . good dlllner supplemented
by
Wille, those present evinced a desire
to ~ake this gathering an annual
affaIr.
The guests in attendance
were
M r. and Mrs. W. W. Chance M
and Mrs. William Van Matre' M~'
~nd Mrs. Frank Young and' Mr'
uus Stolz.
'.

ENGINEERS'
CREED

As a. Professional Engineer,
I decltcate my professional
knowledge and skill to the advancement and betterment
of
human welfare.
I pledgeTo give the utmost of per-formance;
To participate in none but
honest enterprise;
To live and work according
to the laws of man and the
highest standards
of professonal conduct·
To
place' service
before
profit, the honor alld standmg of the professional
before personal advantage
and
the public welfare abo~e all
other considerations.
In humility and with need
for Divine Guidance I make
this pledge.
'

Friday,

February
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AN'OTHE'R ILLUSTRATIVE ALUMNUS
Uuno M. Sahinen
By Doreen

Shea

One of MSM's First
Geological
Engineers
At first
Sahinen
set his sight
on a career as a civil engineer, but
his love of mining and the outdoors
led him first to aim toward ~ degree
in mining and then to decide ultimately on' a career in geology. When
he graduated in 1929 with a Bachelor of Science degree 111 ge~logy, he
was the third to ever receive such
a degree from the school~"onlf,
because my name began wi th S,
he asserts.
For Sahinen w<l:s third
in alphabetical
order to. receive this
degree the first time It was ever
offered at the college.
He _went
on to receive his Master of SCIence
degree
in 1935 from
Montana
School of Mines.

UUNO

M. SAHINEN

I

1930

Barber Shop

Where Mines' Students
Get CLIPPED
Tom Miller
52 W. Broadway

Butte

MAGGIE ANN'S
39 E. Park Pla%a
"THE CAMPUS SHOP"

FIRST

SEMESTER-1963-1964

Home

c.

I

TERMINAL
126 W.

PARK

Points

13
15
18
19
17
19
18
22
20
17
16
15
18
15
18
18
17
20
18
19
24
26
20
23
18
18
20
13
15
16
18
16
19
15
13
13
18
18
20
18
16
14
14
20
18
18
24
22
17
14
19

Index

52
60
72
76
68
75
70
85
77
65
61
57
68
S6·
67
67
63
74
66
69
87
94
72
82
64
64
71
46
53
56
63
56
66
52
45
45
62
62
68
61
54
47
47
67
60
60
80
73
56
46
62

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.95
3.89
3.86
3.85
3.82
3.81
3.80
3.78
3.73
3.72
3.72
3.71
3.70
3.67
3.63
3.63
3.62
3.60
3.57
3.56
3.56
3.55
3.54
3.53
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.47
3.47
3.46
3.46
3.44
3.44
3.40
3.39
3.38
3.36
3.36
3.35
3.33
3.33
3.33
3.32
3.29
3.29
3.26

Roll

11 Freshman
Engineering
2 Juniors
1 Sophomore
Engineering

Roll, a student

must carry

.. The night is a listening
sound,
a murmur of silence. Who is listening?
Who is the s01.1nd? Who
glides through the silent night? The
hunter!
The silent after the sound,
the sound the prey.
A sound, a
small sound, a _flutter of wings, a
scream; then there is silence. All
through the night you go, hearing
silence. Then you listen, and a low
murmur
meets
your
ears.
The
wind in the trees, the scream of a
lion, the passage of a mouse; the
sounds rush in to surround
you.
The silence fills the voids.
Sandra Smethrust

3.56
3.56
3.33

12 hours

and have an index of

Registrar
The idea is being seriously considered to change the Snack Bar
in the SUB to a "feeding trough"for the pigs, that is.
.
-

*

The Varied Sound
of MUSIC In
Southwestern
Montana

MODE 0' ,DAY

The Student's Best Friend

FROCK SHOP

THE,

L1NGERIE-DRESSES-HOSIERY
SPORTSWEAR

MINER'S NATIONAL

5,000 WATTS

BANK

*

Special Student Checking Account

Wein's

Clothing

Store

The Home of
HART SCHAFFNER 6- MARX
CATALINA SWEATERS
35 East Park
Phone 723-3504

BILL'S MEN SHOP
29 WEST PARK
For the Latest In Men's Apparel

*

KOPR

Get MORE For What You Pay
SAVE At MODE O' DAY!

Come In and See

BUTTE

on Honor

The Night

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT

CAFE

Gen.
Gen.
Eng.
Gen.
Gen.
.Soph, Gen.
Fr. Gen.
Senior
.]unior
Fr. Gen.
Fr. Gen.
Soph. Gen.
.Soph, Gen.
Soph. Gen.
Soph. Gen.
Fr. Eng.
Soph. Gen.
Senior
Fr. Gen.
Senior
Senior
Senior
Fr. Eng.
Senior
_Fr. Eng.
Soph. Gen.
,..Senior
Senior
Fr. Eng.
.Soph. Gen.
Fr. Eng.
Fr. Gen.
Fr. Eng.
Soph. Gen.
Soph. Gen.
Soph. Gen.
Fr. Eng.
Fr. Eng.
Fr. Gen.
Soph. Gen.
Fr. Gen.
Fr. Gen.
Soph. Gen.
Senior
Fr. Eng.
Fr. Eng.
Soph. Eng.
Senior
Fr. Gen.
Soph. Gen.
.] unior
I

W. M. BROWN,

YOUR BEST MUSIC and
INSTRUMENT SERVICE
119 North Main St.
Butte
PHONE 792-7344

RUTH

3.68
3.58
3.58

In order ,to be eligible for the Honor
at least 3.25.

675 So. Montana
Butte
Phone 723-3217
-YOUR SAFETY CENTER-

AND

Represented

Crdeits

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

1, 1964

Advanced scholarshil?s at Montana Sc~ol of 11'ines for the year 1963-1964 will be awarded to engiI?eenng students ,whose 111dexes are the highest on the honor rolls for this year. See page 40 of the
catalog.
,

THE LEN WATERS
MUSIC COMPANY

Bus

of Classes

13 Freshman
General
14 Sophomore
General
10 Seniors
:

U. S. ROYAL TIRE
CENTER

Dine Among The
PINES
Y2 Fried Chicken
$1.00
ORDERSTO GO

February
Class

Burks, Donna L.
_.
__
Butte, Montana
';
Ellis, Marlene
_
Welland, Ont., Canada
Koskimaki,
David
Butte, Montana
Mellott, Patricia K
.'
Divide, Montana..
Williams, Maureen S
_..Butte, Montana
Stevens. Carole A
Butte, Montana
Kolesar, John B
.Bu tte, Montana
_
Hill, Robert B
Butte, Montana
Simonich, Edward
L.
Butte, Montana
_
Peterson,
Ronald R.
_ Butte, Montana
_ .,
Platt, Diane M
Butte, Montana
Keane, Mary K _ _
Butte, Montana
Quane, June L.
Anaconda,
Montana
Guidi, Edith M
__
.But te, Montana .._
Burke, Catherine
Butte, Montana
Giese, Theodore
L. .._
_..Butte, Montana
Fleming, Jerrell P
_
Anaconda,
Montana
_
Halvorson,
William R _
Pendroy, Montana
Thurston,
GeorgeAnn
Butte, Montana
Dyas, Keith
Anaconda, Montana
Saperstein,
Lee W
Elmhurst,
N. Y
"
Arne, Kenneth
Prairie City, Oregon
,
Mikkelson, Lawrence
M
_...Butte, Montana
Strobel, Calvin J _
.Terry, Montana
Loomis, James R
_
Butte, Montana .._
.'
Tiddy, Mary P
Butte, Montana
_
Parekh, Kishore M
.Bornbay,
India
_
Lindquist,
Alec E
_ Whitehall,
Montana
Hepp, Michael A
Seattle, Washington
_
Estey, Lynn E
Butte, Montana
_
Goldberg, William
Butte, Montana
Ryan, Catherine
T
Butte, Montana
_
Seidel, Bobby R
_
Huntley, Montana
:
Beete, Cherie
_
.Butte, Montana
Howard, Dale P _
Butte, Montana
O'Connell,
Katherine
Butte, Montana
Kump, Gary E
_
Butte, Montana
_
Parrett,
Charles
_
Butte, Montana
Ungaretti,
Mary J
rAnaconda,
Montana
Lubick, Donna Marie
Butte, Montana
:
Williams, Billy M
_
.Butte, Montana
Dorgan,
Sheila Kay
Butte, Montana
_
McN ellis, Robert
F
Butte, Montana
Engelhardt,
F. Conrad
Lancaster,
Calif
Lovshin, Albert J
_ Butte, Montana
Rotering,
Nicholas A
Butte, Montana
Taylor, Kent M
Kalispell,
Montana
Peters, Gerald A
Cincinnati,
Ohio
Cragwick, Fred M
Butte. Montana
Daily, William W
Butte, Montana
A wan, Mansoor
Quetta, Pakistan
Average

Three

ROLL

c. _

for Pacific Power and Light Company in Portland, .Ore~on. .Professor Sahinen and his wife also have
four grandchildren.
Professor
Sahinen is the author
of a dozen or more publications
on
the mineral industry,' issued by the
Bureau
that have been of great
interest and assistance
to miners,
mine operators,
prospectors,
and
others interested
in the industry,
not only of this community,
but
His Employment
History
. also to the entire state of Montana
Professor
Sahinen was employed and beyond its borders.
as Assistant
Geologist and ASSIstant Mining Engineer for the North
Butte Mining Company from 1929 SAHINEN
REPORTS'
until 1931, when he became a geolo(Continued from Page 1)
gist for the Montana
Bureau of
.
Mines and Geology. From 1939 un- velo~11111e_nt
of thellstalte 111 the tl?ast.
til 1942, when he entered the Navy It sti IS an d WI a ways :on inue
for three
ears he was a consultant
to "be...
...
I . y U ' his discharge fr0111
Historically,
minmg
in Montana
geo ?glsth·
pon Id to his former can be divided into a metallic and
servIce , Me returne >'Dureau of Mme.s
.
til'
Th
a non me a IC era.
e meta II'IC era
postd Gat I ontana
D
.
. t
I 1957
he was given
was f'Irst an d . can b e su bd"d
IVI e d 111.0
ahn .elo OgCYh··
fn G logl'st and in the gold penod, 1862-1870; the sIlt e tIt e
Ie
eo
,
. .
. I 1870 1890'
d tl
1962 he attained his present pOSItIOn vel' penoe,
,an
le cop.
Director.
per peno?,
188,9. to the present.
-that
of ASSOCIate
NonmetallIc
ml11mg records
go
back as far as 1880, but it was not
Sahinen Praises MSM's Library
until 1957 that the value of petro"The Bureau is fortunate in being leum production
exceeded that of
located at Montana
S c h 0 0fl ~f copper; alld 1958, when the value
,Mines," he says, "beca.use 0 t e of all nonmetals
exceeded that of
advantages
in cooperation
offered all metals.
by the different departments
of the
"While
metal mining will conschool, and especially because of th'l tinue to be very important
for the
availability
of the Montana Schoo foreseeable
future, the change to
of Mines library, which is one. of th.e a predominantly
nonmetallic minerbest, if not the best, te,c;hl11cal lI- ai industry might be considered as
braries in the Northwest.
a change for the better, as it indiThroughout
the years, Professor
cates that Montana is evolving from
Sahinen has belonged to nU.l11ero~s an exporter
of raw-materials,
as
organizations,
some of w~hlch al.e metals, to a more advanced indusAIME,
the Society of Ec<;>nomlc trial economy, in which we are usGeologists
the Montana soclet~.of
ing more of our raw materials
at
Engineers,'
the Yellow:>t~ne
;~~ home-the
bulk of the nonmetallic
horn
Research
ASSOCIatIOn,
. mineral
commodities
being
such
Montana
School of Mines Alu~l1I prosaic materials
as sand, gravel,
Association
the National
SOdclelty limestone,
cement, and min era I
of Professi~nal
Engineers,
an t le fuels.
Association
for the Advancemfent
"N otable expansion programs are
. a I'Icen sed pro es-d
of Science. He IS
being fostered
in cement,
phossional engineer
for Mont.a!la an
phate, talc, and stone production,
did hold a license for BntlSh f C~- and in spite of slight decreases in
lumbia
He is also a member 0 ~ e the prpduction
of coal and petroMonta;la Conservation
Co u n c I I, leum, the future for both, especially
which devotes itself to "Co,?seCrva- the use of coal for generating
election as defined by wise use.
on- trical energy, seems to be bright."
.
h'
Sahl'llen
comments:
cernmg
tiS,
.'
'ob
"I am interested
111 ~Oll?g my J
in such a way as to aid ll~ ~he best
development
and most efflc~ent use
Skaggs Drug Center
of Montana's
nonreproducttble
naSERVEYOURSELFand PAY LESS
tural resources."
. I I'
s
Professor
Sahinen
m.arn.ee
wife Margaret, a Butte gIrl, 1~1 I'
27 West Park St.
Butte. Mont.
Their son who is now 32, ISM so
n
Phone 792·1244
a geologist and a graduate of
°k tana School of Mines.
He ,wor s

Leggat

HONOR
Name

"He's tops; he can't be beat anywhere,"
says Lucille Henneberry
of her boss, Professor
Uuno M. Sahinen, Associate
Directo.r ~f the
Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology. She a.nd th.e oth~r ladles in .the
office, Lallie Mogus and Violet Game;? ,1escnbe him ":'Ith s~~h".adJe~tives "patient,"
"pleasant t<;>work for,,, a great c,~o~dmator,
intellit." "He will stop anything to help, they say.
HIs memory IS unfail\~g," remarked one of the ladies. And besides all this, they assert, he
has a great sense of humor.
Early Influenced by Mines
Professor
Sahinen was b.or~ on
April 7, 1906, in Mass, Michigan.
He attended
grade schools there
and in Butte arriving here in 1915.
In 1922, he b~gan work !n the Butte
mines at the age of SIxteen, continuing to work in them through
school and during summer
vacations. He remembers
the d~y-buzzies which were then still muse,
and recalls
driving
horses
a, n d
mules down in the St. Lawrence.
After a recent visit to the mines,
Sahinen observed that "The mmes
today are just as dirty as before,
although
working
conditions
have
greatly improved."

Page

B'efore You Buy "TH IN K"

It's The ·Place To Try
Butte's

Friendliest

Shoe Store

43-45 EAST PARK PLAZA

*
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Alumni News

MSM ON
THE MOVE

Club Bits

MONTANA

by Margaret
Gardner
The Montana
School of Mines
Wesley Foundation
Alumni are sponsoring
a series of
The
Wesley
Foundation
has
The President's
Activity
programs, aimed toward the youngand designed to accombined with another group, and
Dr. Edwin
G. Koch has been er generation,
is reorganizing
this semester.
Its asked
by Governor
Babcock
to quaint them with the importance
The project
first meeting was held on February
serve on it. special committee
~f of a college education.
10, which consisted of .a potluck Montana residents to study the oli- features members of the School of
supper and a business meeting. The and gas-producing
industry in Mon- Mines faculty, discoursing on interregular meeting is held each Mon- tana. The "first meeting wil! be held esting facets of the mining industry.
day evening at the residence of Mr. in Helena on February 24.
The first of these projects was
and Mrs. Robert c.. Neal, 2900 St.
*
* *
presented Tuesday, February 4, on
Ann. Transportation
will be pro"
' Butte Television, featuring Dr. Vervidcd for each meeting. The group
The annual meetll~g, of the Amen- non Griffiths, head of the Metalcons" ts primarily
of Methodists, c~n Institute
of Mm111g, ~etallU1:- lurgy Department.
His talk was
but this does not exclude those of gical, and Petroleum
Engineers IS on "Metallography."
Dr.
Koch,
other' faiths.
being held this year in New York President
of the Montana
School
.
..
City from
February
16 through
the program.
For further information,
ll1t~rest- February
20. Dr. Edwin G. Koch of Mines, introduced
ed people may contact the lTI1111.st.ersleft Butte Saturday,
February
15,
*
*
*
of Mt. VIew, Aldersg;ate,
Tr inity, to attend this meeting, where he exLester F. Bishop, former student
or Mt, Bethel Methodist
Churches. pects to attend Council of Edu~a- and graduate
of Montana
School
tion meetings
in connection
with of Mines, passed
away Monday,
Newman Club
AIME,
He also plans to attend January 20. Mr. Bishop was born
gathering
of Montana
The Missoula Newman Club was a special
in Butte, August 17, 1899, and athost to al! Newman
Club officers School of Mines alumni at the Stat- tended Butte High School in 1917,
of this area at an executives'
con- ler Hilton Hotel.
Transferring
from the University
vention held on February
1 and 2.
*
*
*
of Washington
in 1919, he received
The officers who represented
the
The president'
also attended
a an Engineer of Mines degree from
Mines were Margie
Gardner
and meeting of the 'Helena
branch of Montana School of Mines. RewardFrank McGarry.
The purpose
of the Minneapolis
Federal
Reserve ing his professional
achievements,
the convention
was to offer basic Bank in Bozeman on February
7, M.S.M. conferred upon him a proinstructions
in duties, and to clarify This was a special meeting held in fessional degree in 1955. While atspecific responsibilities.
The vice- connection
with the Agricultural
tending M.S.M., Mr. Bishop played
president of the National Newman
Credit Conference held at Montana on the school football
team, and
Club was the guest of the conven- State College on February 6, 7, and worked as a part-time miner at the
tion'
he supervised
the business 8, by the Montana
Bankers Asso- Nettie Mine. He later advanced to
meetings and was the main speaker ciation.
mining research,
where he develat the closing banquet.
Highlightoped the "bunch" blasting method.
ing the week-end,
Bishop
HuntSmit To Talk On Mining
Between 1943 and 1950, he prohausen of Helena said mass on the
Mr. G. L. Smit will speak to the gressed to general foreman of proM.S.U. campus, followed by an ex- mininz students
on March 2 and duction and training, and was proplanatory speech on the Ecumenical
3.. Hi;; topic will be "Sinking and moted from research
engineer
to
Council. The convention
deepened Commissioning
of Twin Shaft Sys- chief engineer of the Mining Rethe delegates' understanding
of the tems in Record Time."
Mr. Smit search Department.
His retirement
Newman movement.
.
is the assistant
production
man- came on April 1, 1961.
The Newman Club held the first ager of the Buffelsfonstein
Gold
During his years, he was a memmeeting of the semester
Tuesday,
Mining Company, .Ltd., of Johan- ber of the American
Institute
of
February
11. The new chaplain, nesburg, South Afnc~ .. He WIll re- Mining,
Metallurgical
and PetroFather James Burns, started a new main in Butte to VISIt the Butte leum Engineers,
Montana
Society
series of lectures. The regular meet- mines on March 4.
of Engineers,
and Montana School
ing will be held every other Tues* *
of Mines Alumni Association.
day; Father Burns will give brief
Smith Speaks On Ceramics
* * *lectures
on the main points
of
Ralph Smith Associate Professor
.
church history. Movies and discus- of Metallur
'at M.S.M., recently
The ,annu~1
School. of Mines
sion groups will be held on the gave
a sh~t
talk on KBOW I Alumni
semIformal.
dinner
dance
alterriating
Tuesdays.
The officers R die's "Meet
the Expert"
pro- was held Saturday night, February
'had a special meeting with Father
a I
8, at the Butte Country
Club. A
B urns on Th urs d ay, F e b ruary 13 . gram.
. I h o?r b egan a t 6 :30 , f'll
the
program,
a ' 15-!ninute
talk SOCia
0 owe d
In observation
of Lent, it was de- and a 10-minute ques tion-arid-ans- by. the dinner at 7.30. Lee Sapercided that the rosary will' be said wer session, was concerned
with stem, Montana
School of Mines
each noon at the SUB.
ainateur
ceramic work. Smith ex- Rhodes
Scholarship
winner,
was
plained 'how ceramic
dishes
an.d the honored guest.
Debate Society
other pieces of pottery were IabriMrs. Robert Corbett
The Debate Society is starting
cated.
Public R elations Director for
the semester
with five members:
* * *
. Alumni
Joe Sheehan, Mike Kujawa, Doris
Trip Taken By Seniors
Young, Margie Gardner, and Doc
A recent 'trip of the senior mining
Jordan. The question of resolve for
LEAP Y.EAR
this year is, "Should
the federal class was taken to the Montana
Company,
near
Hall,
government
give aid for higher ed- Phosphate
Leap
year,
like Valentine's
Day,
Students visited the new
ucation to deserving students?"
AI! Montana.
connotes
romance.
But origin of
installation'
of
the
Douglas
Mine
five of the new debaters are inexthe custom that allows the so-called
perienced and are handicapped
by near Hall.
gentle sex to do the courting is a
the late start in the year, but they
mystery.
I find in IUY encyclopedia
* * *
appear anxious to rise above these
that in 1288 a law was passed in
Montana AIME Has Meeting
barriers.
Scotland to the effect that "for ilk
Four films were shown February
Professor
James
H. Albertson,
yeare knowne
as lepe yeare, ilk
6,
'and
one
on
February
10,
to
the
of the HSS Department,
is the
mayden ladye of bothe highe and
Montana
Section
of
the
AIME.
The
'club's adviser and coach'.
featured movies were sponsored by lowe estait sholl hae the liberte to
the Anglo-American
Corporation
of bespeke ye man she likes ... " And
what happened
if the gentleman
South'
Africa.
They
dealt
with
exTIME FOR A CHANGE
If he refused
to
ploration and development
of min- was not willing?
There
is something
new .in ' the eraI wealth in Central and South take her as his ."Iawful wyfe," he
could be fined-"mulcted
in ye sum
Montana air,
Africa.
ane punclis or less, as his estait may
It smells" like a General-Student
be"-unless
he showed that he was
flair;
.
"betrothit
ane ither woman . . ."
It came out of the 40's with the
A few years later, France adopted
baby boom,
a similar law; and, in the 15th cenIt could spell the end and the old
tury, Genoa and Florence.
ways' doom;
Maybe it's just talk, but it couid
What
especially
interests
me
In the recently completed N ation- about this right-to-woo
be real,
is that all
al
Engineering
Aptitude,
Search·Whatever
it be, with the trend ·we
"maydens"
were
equal,
whether
Testing Program sponsored by The princess or peasant. I like to imagmust deal;
Junior-Engineering
Technical
S~How wil! it smel!, this G. S, flair?
ine a lady and her maid sallying
7% of the approxIWil! they organize, or would they ciety (JETS),
forth to court a lord and a page
mately 900 junior-high
and high- boy simultaneously.
dare?
.
Well, after all,
A general-student
party for student school' students whose scores indi- love knows no class distinctions.
cated high attainment were girls.
body leaders!
By Gladys Taber
Since less than 1% of our present
Or just the babble of argument
Feb. 1964, Family Circle
feeders?
engineering
population
are women,
Do they have a right to demand this figure comes as proof that the
their rights?
resource is as yet untapped.
Or are they trying' to start botherFemale enrollments
ar'e going up
some fights?
Taylor's
in engineering,
but they are still
Are there any among them to put well below 1%. These results point
together,
to a 7% figure as a reasonable cur39 West Park Street
This petition for sunnier General- rent goal for enrollments.
Student weather?
"For The Best In Campus Shoes"
(A Report from the Society of
by Tom Downey
Women Engine~rs)

I

*

WOMEN IN
ENGINEERING

I

Educational
Appointments

A. C. T. Reminder

Johnson New MSC President
Dr. Leon H. Johnson has in quick
succession
replaced
Dr.
R. R.
Renne
as president
of Montana
State College. The Board of Regents accepted Renne's resignation,
and shortly 1I1stalled Johnson at a
substantially
higher salary.
New Members on Board of
Education
Mrs. Joe (Marjorie)
King of
V/mnett, was recently named t~ the
board's
university
committee
and
cerebral-palsy
comll1ittee,
w h i Ie
Maunce E. Richard, of Miles City,
was put on the Fulbright-Scholarship committee.
These two members took their places Monday on
the State Board of Education
and
Regents and promptly were assigned to committees.

All full-time I lower-division
students entering the second semester
of this year who have not taken the
American College Testing Program
examination
are advised that they
will be required to register for the
examination
on February
24 (or
very shortly thereafter)
in order to
take the series on April 25. The
-cornpleted registration
form and the
$4.00 fee must be sent by the student to the A.C.T. Central Registration
Unit, 519 West
Sheridan
Roa,d, McHenry, Illinois.
Registration
forms
tained by the student
trar's office.

may be obin the Regis-

Students who have taken the examination should have their scores
on file in the Registrar's
office.
Advisers
of new students
are
asked to please be certain that the
new enrollees either (1) have satisfied the A.C.T. requirements
or (2)
have taken the necessary
steps to
do so,

Storm
The mountain is a misty shadow 111
the storm.
Its gray and white form is elusive
moving, transient, only half there:
It seems to hover behind the whiteness of the snow.
The storm falls endlessly from the
sky.
There is a union between earth and
cloud and snow-covered
peak'
The snowy blanket of the storm
engulfs all within its perimeter
The world becomes one of whit~ness.
On~y the trees on the mountainSIde .disr upt the colorless
scenery with their gray-green shadow.
Even that IS slowly being overcome.
'
Snow falls and COvers the trees
and soon the misty shadow i~
gone.
AI_!arou.nd, al! above and below-all
IS whIteness.
Sandra

Joy of Living
I fly with the wild racing clouds
and rest on those that laze the
day away.
am in the morning mist and the
evening fog.
I am the joyful, singing
stream,
laughing and calling to less adventurous souls.
You see me in the fresh, green
grass,
the
mighty
pines,
the
dain ty flower.
My smile is the sun that shines.
I am the warm spring day, peaceful, cheerful, full of life;
I am the mystery of summer moonlight.
I am everywhere at all times.
I am yours, and everyone's,
tor I
am the joy of living.
Sandra
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MINERS BE'COME
FLYERS
by Margie Gardner
A new club appeared on campus
when a group of students met on
January' ·-29'and 0 r g a n iz e d the
M.S.M. Flying Club, the first club
:·'of ifskilld at this school. The club
'is 'for tunate<to have an experienced
. military .pilot, Dr. Sidney L. Groff,
':fot its faculty adviser.
, The club is not just a formal
. gathering of those in te res ted in fly,j:ng; it has a more definite purpose
"behind ·it. One of these purposes
cis to teach' those interested the fun"damentals about flying. A super; vised ground school is. being_for~ed
'for' :this purpose which will give
instructions
on various phases of
"fi',Y.ing.; included _ih this class will
be basics of navigatIOn, radio procedure, civil air, regulation,
aerodynamics, and meteorologyAnother purpose of this club is
to obtain reduced flying rates (for
those who already fly), through
which members can pool their r e-sources and receive air instructions
'at rates of which the individual can
well' take advantage. In"the pa.st !t
has been' difficult to finance individuid flying instructions,
but ~he
break-through
in mass production
of planes has made it possible for
a small group to obtam this advantage.
If the club has its expected success, it plans to ask. the l~gislature
to initiate a course in Flying Education at M.S.M.
.
The club extends an [nvitation to
all faculty members and s,tudents
to participate in its formation.
It
also plans to invite interested people
from Butte to join. It would like
to stress that neither knowledge ,of
flying nor experience is a requisite
for becoming a member.

Geology Dept.
Offers Extension
Course
During the spring semester,
an
evening extension course in mineralogy taught by Dr. John Guilbert,
resea;ch geologist, under the auspices of the MSM Geology Department, is being offered.
.
The sixteen
two-hour
sesSIOns
may be taken for two-seme~terhours credit acceptable at DIllon
or elsewhere: or audited. The course

MONTANA

E.I.T. Test
Answers to 'Engineer-In- Training
test questions which appeared in
the last issue of the Amplifier are
presented below, as are two new
questions.
Try your engineering
ability on these.
Answers: The answer to the economic question - 11 months.
The
answer to' the electrical question7.1 to 1.
Chemistry
New question: If electricity flowing through a cell deposits 10.8 g
of Ag from AgN03, the weight of
Al which could be deposited from
an aluminum compound would be
(atomic weights: N-14, 0-16, Al-27,
Ag-108) ?
,
Physics
A 100-watt and a 60-watt bulb
designed for use at 115 volts are
hooked in series across liS volts.
Which of the following statements
is true?
A. Both bulbs will have their
normal brightness.
B. The 100-watt bulb will be normal, the 60-watt bulb dimmer
than normal.
C. The 60-watt bulb will be normal, the 100-watt bulb dimmer than normal.
D. The l Ofl-watt
bulb will be
dimmer
t han
normal
but,
brighter than the 60-watt bulb.
E. The 60-watt bulb will be dimmer than normal but brighter
than the 100-watt bulb.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Sigma Rho
Dave Rovig played Sarita Claus
December
17 to children
from
Warm
Springs
(hospital),
when
Sigma Rho held its annual Christmas party at the fraternity house.
~January
14 elections saw' Don
Podobnik as new archon, who .replaces Art Ditto. Other new. officers elected are' 'Mansoor
Awan,
vice archon; Russell Bills, secretary;
Charles
Gale, sergeant-atarms; and Jim Rose, scribe.
,
,
Holding these positions last semester were Conrad Englehart, Don
Podobnik,
Cal Stroble,
and Joe
Kandle, respectively.
,
Semester-break
celebrations
included a bang-up party and
less
boisterous toboggan party at Echo
Lake,
Plans for an initiation dinner and
dance ate being formulated for Saturday, February 29.
,I

a

Theta Tau
Thursday,
February
12, is one
night five new members
of the
Theta Tau Fraternity
will never
forget, for this was the 'evening of
the fraternity initiation.
For some
reason, however, the members cannot be made to divulge the happen-'
in gs of that night.
Following the
torture, the fraternity and its new
members
concluded
the occasion
with a party at the Bronx, Those
initiated
were R u d y Wachtler,
Keith Tyner, John Burke, Bill Madison, Joe Bates, and John Koger.

is not creditable toward an MSM
degree, however.
.i ms
course concerns itself with
MANKIND'S
GOLDEN
RULE
crystallography
(a study of the Condensed from The World's Great
shapes and structures of mineral= 1 ;
Scriptures
nhv sical mineralogy
(the identifiLewis Browne
cation of minerals via their physical
Through the scriptures of seven
1>, uJ}eftles) ; cnermcal
mm eratogy of the world's
leading religions
(mineral
identification
t h r -: " _. " ,runs a single theme, expressed in
compos ition ) ; descriptive
mineral- astonishingly similar form:
ogy (a study of the properties
of
various groupings of minerals); and I Brahmanism:
This is the sum of
detenmnatlve
:r' loj2'
\'.
'duty:
Do naught unto others which
of tables. and charts for mineral would cause you pain if done to
iden trhca tion ).
.
you.
-Mahabharata
5:1517
A number of mmerals are exarn-.
ined in the laboratory sessions, the Buddhism: Hurt not others in ways
actual number (from SO to 100) de- that you yourself would find hurtpendent
upon
class
proficiency. ful.
-Udanavarga
5:1'8
onef attention is also given to the
occurrence and association of min- Confucianism:
Is there one maxim
erals in rocks and ore deposits, the which ought to be acted upon
uses of minerals, and mineral eco- throughcmt one's whole life? Suren('~""...~rs.
ly it is the maxim of loving-kindClasses began February 4, from ness: Do not unto others what you
7 L ~ o'cloco< p. 111" in Room 200 would not have them do unto you.
of Main Building at MSM.
,
-Analects
15:23
j"

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

"

Taoism:
Regard your neighbor's
gain as your own, gain, and your
neighbor's loss as your own loss.
-T'ai-Shang
Kan- Ying P'ien
Judaism:
What is hateful to you,
do not to your fellow man. That
is the entire Law; all the rest is
commentary.-Talmud,
Shabbat 31a

Consola tion

One day I pondered wearily
O'er my assignments drearily,
Trying to grasp successfully
In 1927, Sigma Rho, national
The meaning they conveyed.
mining and metallurgical
engineerBut, alas, so very sadly
ing fraternity, installed Delta ChapMy brain reacted badly;
ter.
And before I half could finish,
My mmd, so taxed, delayed.
And thus, to regain communion,
I visited Student Union,
To renew and refresh myself,
That solace I might take.
I walked to the door so gaily
As before I had done daily,
As before I'd joined companions
For a short, refreshing break.
However, now, what view withinI thought my mind was growing
dim!
For where before had laughter rung
59 E. Park
-.- Butte, Mont.
There silence was instead.
And where, before, had tables been
Desks and chairs now stood within,
And Dr. Hall ruled over all
While geology students read.
And to my very great surprise
Records
Tapes
The happiness that therein lies
Was gone as were the boys and
friends
Stereo
Hi Fidelity
Its enjoyment spreads afar.
And thus this room, I left itOf hope, sad heart, bereft of itTransistor
Tubes
I headed for the one place leftYou guessed: a local bar.Doris Ranney
Service
Lessons

Christianity:
All things wha'tsoever
ye would that men should do to
you, do ye even so to them: for this
When nations talk about reducis the Law and the Prophets.
-Matthew
7 :12 ing armies, every nation wants the
last sword.:---McNaught
Syndicate
Islam: No one of you is a believer
until he desires for his brother that
which he desires for himself.
-Sunan

*

In the spring of 1932, Montana
Psi chapter of Theta Tau, national
engineering fraternity, was installed,
During the spring of 1935 the
Copper Guard, honorary sopho'more
servIce society, was established on
the campus.

*
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In 1920, the Legislature of Montana passed a bond issue investing
the amount of $100,000 into equipment for MSM.
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Hillmen Suffer
Hoop Losses

ED"

by Tom Downey
by Tom Downey
To many who consider themselves
high-minded
and goal-setting
Carroll Tops Mines
individuals, the peculiar position of the coach is among the .lowest, if
not the utter bottom, of the possible prestige positions in the professions.
Big and numerous,
the Carroll
These pseudo-intellectuals
will tell you that all coaches are brawny College of Helena easily won over
brutes whose only cross in life is carrying around their "brains"; and a small and ineffective Mines five.
that really, if you check into their college records, you will surely dis- Played in the tightly packed and
cover that they were the "campus flunkies."
obsolete
Carroll gymnasium,
the
It is one of the ironies of lifer
------------game went to the Saints 90-49.
to have
the
pseudos"
running
Freshman guard Jim Kravik conaround heaping condemnation
and
tinued along his accurate-scoring
unfounded criticism upon the unroute, by hitting the nets for 18
deserving
and heavily
burdened
points. Second to Kravik for highshoulders of the abuse-taking coachpoint honors for the evening was
ing profession. However, it is wisest
center Frank Sopko, totaling
16
to give the "pseudos" directions on
points.
where to go, and then calmly get
Handicapped by the loss of Jim
on with the truth.
Ceserani, the Orediggers had diffiTo judge a man by the standards,
culty adjusting themselves to a new
if you are of such a narrow mind
lineup. Ceserani's loss to the squad
to do so, then obviously the final
was felt in the play-making departverdict on the career of one Edward
ment.
Less-experienced
freshman
Simonich is "guilty"; he' is a failure!
guard, Gary Briney, made a comNow judge him from the more ethmendable effort to take over, but
ical and objective viewpoint,
his
was hampered throughout the game
regal value as a human being, a
by the fast and taller Carroll playman. Verdice again is "guilty"; he
ers. Bill Daily, the new addition to
is guilty of being an eminent sucthe team this semester, turned in
cess.
an encouraging performance.
In his career here at the Mines.
"Big Ed" has compiled an enviable
Northern
Stumps Oremen
record of being the "Iosingest"
Playing as if they were foreigners
coach in football history. "What,"
to a new country, the Orediggers
you may ask, "is so enviable about
discovered Saturday night in Havre
that?" It is simple. He is still alive.
that the Northern Lights knew the
He smiles. He laughs. He has no
BIG ED SIMONICH
score as they poured on the punishulcers. He is likeable. He is widely
ment, walloping the Mines 83 to 43.
admired. He is the "Big Daddy"
At halftime, the score seemed to
of Montana College coaches.
indicate that the Lights would hit
He has deep understanding
of
. the' century mark before the. game
young men especially, and all peoended.
Luckily,
the
Oredigger
ple in general. He is a teacher of
squad discovered
that they were
courage, a disseminator
of tolerI still in their own country and began
ance. He is patient while being
Bears Claw Mines 92-59
playing American-style
basketball
stern. He is a fatherly protector
A possible upset seemed in the instead of Asiatic ,"Look at the
of his young athletes and a deter- making January 5, when Coach Ed Lights,"
in time to prevent the
mined fighter for their rights. He Simonich's Orediggers
battled the Havre
school from scoring
100
holds a high image in the com- Rocky Mountain
Bears on even points.
munity, although never parading his terms throughout
the first half of
excellence, or condescending to his the hard-fought game.
Badovinac Absent; Kravik Lost
fellow men, us "young-uris" includThe
Mines
hoopsters
took
an
Two of the starting five of the
ed.
lead behind the superb marks- Mines team were seriously missed.
It would be quite easy and a early
manship of guard Jim Kravik and
wonderful honor to go on about hung on until ten minutes
had £fd1i~~t f~~~~r~h/~~rth~~~o;~~~~:
"Big Ed," but space does not perelapsed
in
the
opening
half.
Howparticipation as "Best Man"
mit. So I end with this comment ever, a quick eight points by the as his
..
,
ddi
. d
for you to think about, "If you "Bears" and Rocky led 24-15. The at hIS sister s we. ding was r equire
were a college professor, holder of Orediggers
fought back and came of h1l11at home 111 Butte.
an M.A., or even a Ph.D, how within three points of the Bears, I. Sparkplug. JIm Kravik, overanxwould you feel if you had to re- but at halftime the visitors had a IOUSto turn 111 a stellar ~erformance
concile yourself to the fact that 38-31 intermission lead.'
,for hIS home-town admIrers! fouled
'Hell, he's only the coach, a brawny
Hopes of a Mines' rally early in ,out of the game before th~ first ~~If
brute with a brain for a cross!' "
the second half were smashed as I en.ded, leaving the squad 111 a. crrsrs.
Rocky outscor ed the Orediggers 22- HIs. season-long
accuracy
111
the
3 in the opening minutes. A driving' scoring column suffered a heavy
layup by sharp-witted
John Bado-; blow, as. he bucketed
o~ly SIX
vinac gave' the Mines their first' P01l1ts, thirteen s.hort of hIS averpoints of the half after 6 :40 had age .. However, this darkest of eve:1by Lyle Latham
ticked off the clock.
: ~ngs In the life of young J im ~ravlk
The Mines' Kravik was high nun !~ not, to be ~aken .too seriously.
Handball
for the game with 21 points. Team-' ~;:,u.c1:an expe.ncnce .IS a .necessa~y
The handball-singles
tournament
mates Frank Sopko and John Baclo-I evtl 111 ~very .hfe. It IS qUIte certa~n
came to an end recently, with Jim vinac added 14 and 12, respectively. I that JII11 wtll recover and. gam
Ceserani as the champion. Ceserani The Orediggers had an astonishing I ~neasura.bly fro!ll the expenence.
emerged victorious from a field of 17 of 19 connections from the char-I The M~ners shU have one more
eleven men, including J. Badovinac, ity line in losing their fifth confer- game WIth ~orthern.
.
Ball, Briney, B. Doran, Lee, Leary, ence game.
Over-aU, It was a da~k evenmg
Top scorer for the Oredlggers was
Marinovich,
Panisko,
Sever.. and
Pat· Marx with a mere nine points.
Telling.
•
Western Nips Orediggers 85-64
Each contestant
must win two
Western's Bulldogs were given a
out of three games to defeat his sC'are from the Oredigger hoopsters
Montana School of Mines' athopponent. In the first round Badoas the Mines, in first-half hustle, letic field, named Leonard Field in
vinac, Ceserani, Leary, Marinovich, kept the pace of the much taller honor of the first president of the
and Telling all received a bye, while Bulldogs, and 10 out of 11· free college, contains
a football
and
Briney, Lee, and Sever were vic- throws kept the Orediggers' in the base ball field and tennis courts.
torious.
In the second round the game for a 30-30 deadlock at halfwinners were Badovinac, Ceserani, time. Western's tall front line comIn 1922, tqe Dancing Club had
Leary, and Sever, victories which bined to put them in a 34-33 lead
put them in the semifinals .. The early in the second half, and the general supervision over all .social
two winners who played for the Bulldogs kept pouring it on to vault affairs given by the student body or
championship were Sever and Ces- into a 20-point lead. A short rally by various classes.
erani.
by the Orediggers
narrowed
the
lead to 13, but the visitors sparked
Intramural Basketball
again for 11 points and jumped into
The intramural basketball league a 25-point lead to win an 85-64
play is still in full swing, the game M.C.C. triumph.
KEEPING OUR
scores thus far as follows:
Sharpshooter John Badovinac folOtherguys, 36
Flunking Five, 27 lowed Sopko and Kravik in the
SERVICE
YOUR
Tapakegabrew, 63
Rho III, 15 Mines' scoring, with 11 points. SopRho I, 40
Kotow's Group, 31 ko was high man for the OredigBEST BARGAIN IS
Rho II, 23
Tau III, 36 gers, gleaning 21 points, and KravTau Scrubs, 34
Boozers, 37 ik close behind with 20.
EVERYBODY'S JOB
Otherguys. 33
Tau Thin Men, 35
The loss was the Mines' fourth
AT
Flunking Five, 47
Rho III, 30 straight in conference play.
Downey's Five, 60
Kotow's Group, 44
Drag racer for the semester is
Downey's Five. 31
The Montana Power Co.
Tau Th;n Men, 53 Mr. P. Knuckles. He's a dandy at
Tapakegabrew, 34
Tau III, 30 whipping his draggin wagon around
Rho I, 34
Boozers, 35 on snow-packed streets. Slow down
Rho II, 17
Tau Scrubs, 40 there, boy!
Otherguys, 72
Rho III, 27
Tau Thin Men, 40
6. O'Neill's Enco Service
Kotow's Group, 35
Flunking Five, 53
Tau III, 31
Washing~Lubrication
Features
Downey's Five, 29
Boozers, 33
Tires--Botteries-Accessories
Tapakegabn!w,
42
Scrubs, 24
RUSSELL STOVER CANDY
Rho. I, 47
_..Rho II, 14
Corner of Pork (7 Woshington
37 West Park
Otherguys, 39 Kotow's Group, 23
Phone 729-9642
Butte, Mont.
Rho III, 26
Tau III, 84

Orediggers
Two More

Intramural

Drop

I

For Quolity Applionces
of

THE

ARCH IBALD CO.

See

R D,RUG

February

by John Badovinac

I

Weightlifters
Organize'
Recently,

a

weightlifting

team

was organized in P.E. 104, carrying
one credit. The School of Mines
has purchased an Olympic barbell
set with a bench and recliner. Drills
b
M
egan
onday,
February
10, and
classes meet at four o'clock on M:VV-F for two hours. Tom Downey
instructs
the class, under the direction of Coach Simonich.
Mick Dinsmore, Tom Downey,
Pat Dooley, Bern Vetter, and Jerry
Jo~ns~n 'have already captured trom weig ht-Iif ting tournaments
throughout
the state.
The new
Mines team plans to have
. t
d
t
'.
an 111 ersqua mee, at which time trophies
will be awarded.
. A district meet will also be held
m March at the Butte YMCA and
there are high hopes for future
participation in AA U tournaments.
Since many of the boys are former
football players, they rely upon the
new course to condition them for
the future grid season.
phies

The Rocky Mountain Bears and
the highly touted Eastern Yellowjackets handed the hapless School
of Mines their second and third
consecutive
defeats in conference
I play.
Although
Rocky Mountain
never trailed after the midpoint of
the opening
half, the Rockmen
came within the lead several times
in the latter half of the second
stanza. The fine first half resulted
from the shooting of Jim Kravik,
who was high scorer of the game
with 23; and the much improved
rebounding of the Orediggers,
led
by Sopko, Badovinac, and Marx.
The Orediggers held a slim margin over the Bears in the opening'
minutes of the contest, but were
overtaken
17-16 on a free throw
with eight minutes gone in the period. Although Rocky skyrocketed
to a 10-12 point lead, a flurry of
points led by Kravik and Sopko
dwindled the lead to within five
points at halftime (39-34). The second half was marked by Rocky's
fast break and their tight zone defense and, in accordance, they were
able to break the game wide open.
The final score was 84-65.
On the following night, the Mines
were trounced by the league-leading
Eastern
Yellowjackets,
who had
more manpower, speed, and height.
Eastern shot to an early 19-3 lead
and, throughout
the entire game,
i nev:er relinquished the pressure.
he
main reason for such a lopsided
contest can be attributed to the accurate shooting, strong rebounding,
and full-court press put up by the
Eastern players. The Mines' hoopsters, not expecting a full court
press, lost the ball numerous times
on Eastern's alertness,
which r esU.lted Il1 many lay-ins. With three
mmutes left in the final stanza,
Eastern
went over the hunured
mark. High for the Mines were
Badovinac and Kravik WIth 12 and
10 points, respectively:

:r

Last week I became
'0 a member of I Felta Thigh
an athletic hero
a father

140 W. Pork

MAYTAG
ADMIRAL TV, RADIO ond
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42 W. Broodway
Butte
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IN

PIZZAS

.

o
o

I have been coaching a co-ed in
one of her new classes. She is now
obviously

o
o
o

improved In her c1asswork
pasing all her tests
in her third month

Today's copper prospector has traveled a long way
from the old-timer who ambled around until he stumbled
on mineral out-croppings and made a rich "strike."
That era has passed. The present-day prospector
is scientifically trained to explore the earth's crust and
is equipped to cope with the many problems that 'arise
in processing the red metal.
Th~ Anaconda Company is prepared to make its
contribution
to a world of new need s an'd new leas.
'd
D'
own t.hrough the years, Anaconda has kept pace with
the rapld changes, anticipating tomorrow's needs, with
supplying metals essential to modern life.

I
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Mines' Hoopsters
Stopped Twice,
In Billings
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